SPEEDNETWORKING
18 NOVEMBER
BRIEFING NOTE
The speednetworking sessions will take place at Palazzo Reale (Sala Cariatidi), Piazza Duomo 4, from
9.00 to 11.00, Friday 18 November.
Participants will find a poster at the entrance of the room with the schedule of the sessions and the
table numbers: they can check the title and description of the projects and take a seat at the table of
their choice.
The session will be divided in three rounds.
In the first round, which starts at 9.00, the first 9 cities will present their project:
City
Amsterdam

Title of session
Opening up the democratic
process - OpenBorough

Berlin

Meeting the digital skills
demand - Berlin's VET centre

EUROCITIES

Culture for cities and regions

EUROCITIES

OPTICITIES - creating a lasting
legacy for urban ITS

Short description
Learn how Amsterdam is mobilising citizens
and enabling participation through a series
of pilot projects in order to scale up its open
government approach.
Discover how Berlin is addressing the
growing need for digital skills. The session
will present Berlin's VET centre which
supports digital skills development in a
number of sectors.
Hear about how the Culture for Cities and
Regions project is showcasing successful
investments in culture, and discover the
main findings of the project nearly two
years on.
Discover how OPTICITIES partners have
been developing and testing innovative
intelligent transport solutions over the past
three years.

Helsinki

Climate Street – from smart
technology to local action

How can we make historic city districts
energy efficient and climate smart? Helsinki
wants to hear how other cities are engaging
and motivating residents and homeowners
to make climate smart investments.

Milan

Crowdfunding the Milanese way

Monza

Noise low emissions zones

Rotterdam

Better tyres save money, lives
and emissions

Zaragoza

La Colaboradora, the first P2P
coworking fuelled by shared
talent.

Meet beneficiaries of Milan's civic
crowdfunding initiative and discover new
ways to fund activities of public interest by
pooling public and private resources.
Discuss how to implement and manage a
successful noise low emission zone,
exploring the benefits and opportunities
especially for noise reduction as well as air
quality and well-being.
Better car tyres can save money, lives and
carbon emissions. Discover the benefits in
cities of choosing better tyres and learn
about Rotterdam's Declaration on Best
Tyres.
Discuss success factors, challenges and
lessons learned relating to Zaragoza's La
Colaboradora co-working space, which runs
on a time bank system where users share
and exchange talents and skills.

In the second round, which starts at 9.40, the following 9 cities will present their project:
City
Bilbao

Title of session
Maximising local involvement in
EU projects

EUROCITIES

Supporting uptake and
optimisation of sustainable
urban mobility plans

Netwerkstad
Twente

ICT tools for active and shared
mobility in cities

Short description
How can cities make the most of EU
projects? Learn about Bilbao's dedicated
unit to promote the involvement of
different city departments in EU-funded
projects.
We will introduce several projects to
support the uptake and optimisation of
sustainable urban mobility plans. Find out
how your city can benefit and get involved.
Learn about the ICT tools being used within
the EMPOWER project to promote sharing
and active travel in cities. What are the
possibilities for using innovative tools in
your city?

Oulu

Culture Guarantee for the
Children

Leeds

Migrant Access Project (MAP): a
MAP that every city needs

Milan

Cohub - Europe's first
collaborative economy house

Munich

Green infrastructure in periurban areas

Nice

Fostering healthcare innovation

Vienna

Urban agenda partnership on
housing

Oulu will share its experience of promoting
cultural activities for children and their
families through its information service, and
is looking for good ideas from other cities.
Learn from the Leeds MAP initiative how
your city can identify and maximise
community strengths to address local
challenges. MAP enables local residents to
support the integration of migrant
communities.
Learn about Cohub, Europe's first
collaborative economy 'house', and discuss
how cities can promote the sharing
economy through a collaborative approach.
An opportunity to exchange on the
potential of green infrastructure in (Alpine)
peri-urban areas - how can this be
maximised through collaboration, planning
and good governance? Munich is working
with nine partners on an EU-funded project
and in collaboration with EUSALP action
group 7 on this theme.
Find out how Nice is addressing the growing
need to provide senior citizens with quality
care at home by opening a centre dedicated
to innovation in digital health.
Access to affordable housing is a priority in
cities. How can the new urban partnership
deliver and support better housing policies
together with cities?

In the third round, which starts at 10.20, the last 8 cities will present their project:
City
EUROCITIES

Title of session
Urban agenda - partnerships as
a delivery tool

Guimaraes

Establishing and communicating
a strong sustainable city vision

Short description
Get up to date on the urban agenda, and
learn about partnerships, the key delivery
mechanisms of the agenda. Four are
already running with a further four to be set
up in early 2017.
Participate in an interactive discussion on
how to establish and communicate a strong
sustainable development vision for your
city.

Lille

European Metropolis of Lille's
digital strategy

New urban services, an urban platform and
new tools are part of the European
Metropolis of Lille's digital strategy.
Discover how it was developed with
citizens, the private and public sectors.

Lisbon

NPISA planning and
intervention for the homeless a partnership approach

Milan

Open homes - temporary
accommodation for caregivers
and patients

Understand how Lisbon has brought
together 23 public and private partners to
deliver and effective and holistic approach
to addressing homelessness in the city.
Find out how Milan has teamed up with
Airbnb and a local cooperative to offer free
temporary accommodation for families
coming to Milan to be close to ill relatives.

Milan

Participatory budget

Pendik

Digital Revolution in Pendik

Utrecht

Smart solar charging for electric
vehicles

Understand the process behind Milan's
participatory budget - how it develops,
selects and monitors projects, and share
your experiences.
Discover how Pendik municipality is going
digital; learn about the processes used for
the city's digital transition and share your
experiences.
How is Utrecht's smart solar charging
system promoting healthy urban living?
Learn about this innovative project which
aims to reach 1,000 shared solar-powered
cars.

